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Introduction
An impressive event location in the cultural main street of Amsterdam. Industrial, fresh, romantic, tough and the 
love for detail and history shines from the eight-meter high walls! Ten unique rooms have been the proud stage 
of powerful business events and beautiful cultural performances for years.



HISTORy of the venue
An old tobacco auction house transformed into 
a modern, industrial theatre and event location, 
with a high focus on detail and multifunctionality. 
TOBACCO offers a robust theatre hall, with nine 
other, varying spaces surrounding it. 
It’s an experience in itself!

Beautiful piece of history
The name Nes shows the area used to consist 
of swampy land. Only 6 centuries ago, the only 
thing you would see here were a couple of sheep 
and geese, on a small piece of swamp, which was 
called a ‘nesse’ in old Dutch. The current street 
the Nes was created in 1342, when it became a 
part of Amsterdam. In the following centuries, 
the Nes would develop into an area consisting of 
shops and companies. And where there is busi-
ness, cafés will undeniably follow. In addition to 
brothels, you could find café-chantants, cabaret, 
the Salon des Variétés, Tivoli and artist cafés. 
Until the 1930’s, one of the first and only gay 
cafes was located in the Nes: The Empire. In 1824 
coffeehouse Frascati even opened a salon with 
fountains, trees and a capacity of around 1500 
people.

Around 1900, however, the Nes degraded and 
was avoided by the elite. Where pleasure once 
ruled, the tobacco industry emerged, resulting in 
the street seeming deserted in the 
evening. The Nes changed from a ‘street of fun’ 
to a trade centre for tobacco. It was even called 
“the Hell”: Hundreds of people were falling over 
each other and were not afraid to stand on balco-
ny rims or climb over chairs and tables to get to 
the best tobacco leaves. 

It would still take a couple of decennia, but slowly 
the pleasure and variété came back to the Nes. 
Eventually, theatres were able to restore the street 
in all its glory, among which Frascati, De Brakke 
Grond and also TOBACCO Theatre.
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The grand theatre hall
An imposing, rich room, built high of robust 
plaster with a steel bar and balcony. You can feel 
the fresh, modern, tough and the love for detail 
in every fiber of your body. Through the historic 
shed roofs, a beautiful northern light enters the 
room. With the option of embezzlement. The room 
has a unique lighting system, whereby the room 
can adapt in many guises within seconds. With a 
height of 8.5 meters and a floor space of 200 m2, 
the Grand Theatre Hall is the place for international 
livestreams, congresses, business diners, corporate 
events, striking product presentations and loving 
performances.

max. 500
Area: 200 m²
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Balcony and Lodge max. 60
Area: 45 m²

The steel balcony is located across the entire 
width above the robust bar in the Grand Theatre 
Hall. This viewpoint is in direct connection with 
the Lodge at the back and has direct contact with 
the Grand Theatre Hall. Therefore this is a popular 
place for VIP guests and the direction of large 
productions. All this under the watchful eye of 
graffiti artwork “The Cuban Lady” located in the 
Lodge.
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the FOYER max. 50
Area: 40 m²

The Foyer is a creation of the internationally 
renowned interior designer Wim van de Oude 
Wetering. He created a soothing and attractive 
layback with a direct view of the Nes. A leather 
double chesterfield, an antique piano and a work 
of art by the Amsterdam painter Van Donkersloot 
gives the Foyer the character of an old English 
gentlemen’s society.
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the STUDIO
A snow white space with cleanly cut walls, an 
artistic chandelier of fluorescent tubes and a 
sloping glass roof at a height of no less than 9 
meters. The Studio has its own pantry, sound 
system and beamer. The showpiece of this 
space is without doubt the famous photo of 
Michael Jackson on the Lauriersgracht (1977) 
by Claude Vanheye. The Studio is very suitable 
for a reception, meeting, photoshoot, small 
performances and business drinks. Directly 
connected to the Studio is with stairs up, The 
Library, ideal as a break-out room!

max. 100
Area: 75 m²



the Library
Many libraries have had to close their doors since 
the advent of e-books. Yet old libraries, with their 
silent policy, paper scent and cozy atmosphere, 
have a certain charm that digital violence cannot 
compete with. From this line of thought, our 
authentic library in the TOBACCO Theater has 
been restored. The space is 25 square meters and 
is suitable for 20 persons. The room is accessible 
with the stairs in The Studio. 

Sssttttt …….!

max. 20
Area: 25 m²
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the Bank’s secret
A bank vault that has not been opened for 
decades is the big eye-catcher in this beautiful 
golden art-deco room. Here TOBACCO exhibits 
three works by court photographer Erwin Olaf. 
(Seperation 4 and Blond Sien). The Bank Secret 
has its own beamer with screen, sound system and 
wide windows with direct views of the cultural main 
street of Amsterdam. This space is very suitable for 
private dinners as a break-out space of the Studio 
and commercial product meetings. Our Studio 
is connected directly to the Bank’s Secret, which 
makes it ideal as an extension of this space.

max. 50
Area: 40 m²
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The Red & Black Danger is the beating heart in 
the catacombs of the TOBACCO Theater. It is 
thumping and pumping with passion and love! An 
artistic space, designed by wall artist Paul Janssen. 
It is the natural connection between The Grand 
Theatre Hall and the Wine Cellars. In The Black 
Danger, the African wooden mask by Frajurikka 
strictly ensures that you will lack nothing.

max. 60
Area: 40 m²the Red- & black danger
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the Winecellars
The Theater’s authentic winecellars are hidden 
in the catacombs of the old tobacco building. 
A classic spectacle of artistic arches and 
Mediterranean walls. The Burgundian atmosphere 
is further fueled by a crackling fire, its own 
bar and sound system. An intimate space for 
dinners, meetings or as a reception area before 
a performance in The Grand Theatre Hall. An 
interpretation as an exposition area is also 
possible, we love to let you surprise us!

max. 40
Area: 50 m²



chef’s table max. 20
Area: 20 m²

Feel, taste and smell the culinairy heart of TOBACCO from the 
most pure place; Chef’s Table. The ideal base for a cozy diner or a 
meeting. From the kitchen you directly walk into Chef’s Table and 
on the other side you are connected to the wine cellars. Chef’s 
Table is the perfect spot between these areas. 
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other spaces
Right next to the main entrance is the 
reception. The place to be for tickets.
But also the central place where guests 
register for a congress or presentation. 
 
In TOBACCO Theatre there are several toilet 
areas - with a total of 14 toilets - present (of 
course also a disabled toilet). Even here, in 
the smallest room, a nod to the theatre can be 
found.
 
For artists and speakers there are two spacious 
dressing rooms, with private showers and 
toilet. The dressing rooms have a backstage 
route to the stage.
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CULINAry
The culinary inspirator and chef of TOBACCO 
Theater is Dennis Huwaë. Dennis was at the 
head of kitchens above which 2 Michelin ** 
praised. “There he developed his flawless 
feeling for the very highest gastronomy” 
according to GaultMillau, who proclaimed him 
‘Talented Chef of the Year’. In 2020 Huwaë 
joined ‘Les Patrons Cuisiniers’ and was again 
nominated for ‘The Best Chef Awards’. In 2021 
he received a Michelinstar with his restaurant 
Daalder. Since 2018, Dennis is the driving 
force behind our kitchen team of TOBACCO 
Theatre. We are so proud of our top-chef!

Chef de cuisine Rogier Janssen is the right 
hand of Dennis and stands daily at the helm 
of TOBACCO’S kitchen. For Huwaë, creating 
a dish is a search for the perfect combination 
of ingredients. He conjures it up and lets the 
ingredients reinforce and complement each 
other. He gets his inspiration from ‘street food’ 
from all over the world. The basis for Huwaë 
lies in classical techniques. He translates these 
techniques in his head to his own signature. 
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Accessibility
TOBACCO Theater is easily accessible by public 
transport, car, bicycle and by foot. Metro and tram 
station Rokin is a 1 minute walk away, the Central 
Station is only a 15 minute walk away and parking 
garages are in abundance at a very short distance. 

On foot
You walk from the Stationsplein across the Damrak 
to the Dam, behind the National Monument you 
will find the Nes. At the beginning of the Nes is a 
souvenir shop on the right with a large yellow clog 
outside during the day. Here you walk up the Nes to 
our theatre on the left at number 75. 

Bicycle
TOBACCO is also easily accessible by bicycle. You 
can safely leave your faithful bicycle at the nearby 
bicycle sheds. 
• Rokin bicycle shed: There is space for 260 

bicycles in this shed. With the access system 
you can check in and out with your bicycle with 
your public transport card or bank card. Parking 
is free for the first 24 hours, just like in the other 
municipal parking facilities. Each additional day 
costs 1.25 euros. The garage is not accessible 
for cargo bikes and scooters. 

• Bicycle shed Nes: This free bicycle shed is 
located at the beginning of the Nes and can 
accommodate more than 100 bicycles.

Public transport
Would you rather get on the tram or metro? That is 
certainly possible!  

Tram
Get on tram 4 or 14 from Amsterdam Central 
Station, get off at the stop ‘Rokin’. From there, it’s a 
one minute walk to TOBACCO Theatre. 

Metro

The North / South line departs from Amsterdam 
Central Station, taking the metro towards ‘Zuid’. 
This same line also departs from the RAI station and 
Station Zuid, when departing from these stations 
get on the metro towards ‘Noord’. You get off again 
at the stop ‘Rokin’. For other options, please refer to 
9292.nl 

Car 
You reach TOBACCO Theatre within 20 minutes 
from the Rondweg A10. It is possible to get in 
and out of the car in front of the theater. Via our 
website, you can reserve a parkingspot at Q-Park 
Waterlooplein. This is a parking deal exclusive 
for TOBACCO guests. With a reservation you are 
assured of a parkingspot in the garage. It’s a 13 
minute walk from the garage to TOBACCO. 
• P1 Parking garage Waterlooplein – At this 

parking garage you can park cheaply and easily 
within a 13-minute walk from our theater. You 
can make a reservation via our website. 

• Parking garage de Bijenkorf (Q-Park) – Monday 
to Friday. Depending on the number of hours 
you park. At this parking garage you can park 
cheaply and easily in the center of Amsterdam. 
From the parking garage you can reach our 
theater within 5 minutes.  

Do you prefer to park in another parking garage? 
In the immediate vicinity of our theater there are 
several large parking garages, beware: TOBACCO 
does not provide parking for the following garages: 
• Parking garage Rokin – 1 minute walk
• Parking garage Oosterdok – 10 minutes walk
• Parking garage Stadhuis Muziektheater –  

7 minutes walk
• Parking garage Nieuwezijds Kolk – 7 minutes 

walk

• Parking garage P1 Centraal Station – 15 
minutes walk

In addition, there are several P + R locations around 
the city center: 
• P+R Noord – Connection to TOBACCO with 

Metro 52, get off at Rokin stop 
• P+R Rai – Connection to TOBACCO with Metro 

52, get off at Rokin stop
• P+R Zeebrug – Connection to TOBACCO with 

Tram 26, get off at Central Station and walk for 
10 minutes 

To all P+R locations the following applies: 
• Weekdays arriving before 10 am  

€ 8.00 for the first 24 hours, then € 1.00 per  
24 hours 

• Weekdays arriving after 10 am  
€ 1.00 per 24 hours 

• Weekend € 1.00 per 24 hours

Disabled or less mobile guest
TOBACCO Theater has an entrance especially 
suited to wheelchairs. There is a lift so that you can 
visit all rooms (except for the balcony). There is also 
a wheelchair-accessible bathroom on the ground 
floor. Please indicate in advance and 
mail to: info@tobacco.nl

Loading and unloading
The Nes is accesible by car between 7-11 AM.
Loading/unloading is possible after 11AM as well, 
please give us a call 5 minutes before you arrive so 
we can remove the poles which block the street.
Please note you can only enter the Nes through the 
‘Wijde Lombardsteeg’ after 11 AM.  
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Capacity
Grand Theatre Hall 

Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       500
Theatre setting:      350 
Dinner including balcony:       240
Dinner excluding balcony:      220
Dinner round tables including balcony:     184
Dinner round tables excluding balcony:     160
Tables in U-shape:           75
Cabaret:        100
Classroom:        120

Balkony & Lodge
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:  60
Theatre setting:       15 
Dinner:           40
Boardroom:           10

The Foyer         
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       50
Theatre setting:       40 
Dinner:           30
Dinner round tables:             30
Boardroom:       20
Cabaret: 20
Classroom:      20

Winecellars        
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       50
Theatre setting:     30 
Dinner:         48
Boardroom:       20

The Red & Black Danger         
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       60
Theatre setting:         30 
Dinner:           24
Dinner round tables:             20
Boardroom:                         10

                                                                                                                                                      
 Chef’s Table 
 Capacity per setting 
 Group standing/reception/walking dinner:  20
 Theater setting: 20
 Diner: 15
 Boardroom: 20

The Studio          
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       100
Theater setting:      80
Dinner round tables:             50
Tables in U-shape:          36
Cabaret:            40
Classroom:           50

The Bank’s Secret         
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       50
Theatre setting:         40 
Dinner:          30
Dinner round tables:       30
Boardroom:           20
Cabaret:          20

The Library         
Capacity per setting
Group standing/reception/walking dinner:       30
Theatre setting:     22 
Dinner:         12
Boardroom:      14

      



Keep your head cool
and your heart warm 

TOBACCO Theater 
www.tobacco.nl - +31 (0)20 330 06 70 - info@tobacco.nl - Nes 75-87, Amsterdam
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